Sound Locomotives



General Instructions for
Operators



The locos don’t have momentum, but some wait for
the sound to come up before they start to move.
All are speed matched, but when a sound loco is
paired with a non‐sound, the non‐sound unit may
start immediately while the sound unit starts after
the sound comes up. So start with a low throttle
setting, and wait for sound to come up.
Turning up the throttle won’t get your loco moving
sooner, but when it does start it will lurch to a high
speed.  So please be patient. 3 secs is typical.

Running Through Trains over the 3rd Sub
Northbound Trains. Pick up NB trains and paperwork at
Heavener. Leave train on main at Watts, release loco,
leave paperwork in “completed” folder, pick up next SB
train and paperwork (from “outbound” folder) there.
Southbound Trains. Pick up SB trains and paperwork at
Watts (up the stairs, all the way back). Leave train in
Heavener as directed by yard crew, release loco. Leave
paperwork in “completed” folder, pick up next NB train
and paperwork (from “outbound” folder) there.
Releasing locos: when leaving a train, dial up 0000 on
your throttle!

Using the Radio Throttles
These throttles should not need to be plugged in, even
to select and release locos, except possibly at first (if
“ST” light is flashing red even after selecting a loco).
Dial in all 4 digits
of engine address
(shown on your
manifest) here.

ST: Status. Blinks
green when all is
ok. If red, press
‘SEL’ again, or
plug in and press
STEAL. If you lose
control or see red
often, get a new
battery.
F0: Headlight

F1: Bell

Control Panels

Repeater signals: show the color
of a signal that’s hard to see (i.e.
Marble City and North Sallisaw).

Push to throw the
switch (when CP
is unlocked).
Light shows current
position of switch.
Red: CP is locked.
Contact DS to unlock.
Name of control point (CP).
Use this when contacting
the dispatcher for control.

Radios

Not used when
operating w/ a
live dispatcher.

Green:
Unlocked

Talk – press and
hold to talk.
Mon – don’t press:
opens squelch, creates
hissing noise/static!
Volume UP

F2: Horn
Plug in and press
STEAL if you
can’t acquire a
loco.
Press SEL after entering a new address to
acquire that consist or loco. ST light should
turn green, if not, plug in and press STEAL.

Volume DOWN
Power – press and
hold for 5 sec to turn
power on or off.
Call – don’t use,
makes “alerting”
noise.

